
As organizations continue to move workloads to the cloud, they are 
reaping a variety of benefits, including increased agility, efficiency, 
and cost savings for the enterprise. Not surprisingly, security in the 
cloud is top of mind. Moving critical applications, transactions, and 
data to the cloud can happen only when IT managers are assured 
that data and infrastructure protection and security compliance are 
addressed. McAfee and Intel are working together with their partner 
ecosystem to address cloud security and increase confidence in using 
private, public, and hybrid clouds.

Deepak Thakkar, director of data center security product marketing at McAfee, 
talks about the ways in which McAfee and Intel are working to deliver  
end-to-end cloud security solutions.

Securing Cloud Data Centers

With a multiyear mission to enable worry-free cloud computing that 
rivals traditional enterprise IT security, Intel and McAfee are delivering 
technologies and solutions that help secure the entire server stack, 
from the underlying silicon and hardware through the hypervisor, 
operating system, applications, and data (Figure 1). These solutions 
help you protect critical data, secure your  infrastructure, and 
strengthen compliance. Specifically, Intel cloud security technologies 
include Intel® Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions1 

(AES-NI) to protect data and encourage pervasive encryption; Intel 
Virtualization Technology,2  which helps to isolate virtual machines; 
and Intel Trusted Execution Technology3  (Intel TXT), to protect 
virtualized and cloud IT infrastructure. McAfee cloud security solutions 
are featured on page 3.
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Figure 1: Intel and McAfee help secure  
                the entire server stack.



Establishing Trusted Compute Pools Crucial for Cloud Security

Trusted compute pools are an important part of cloud security, helping 
to reduce the security risk of using a remote or virtualized infrastructure 
and build higher assurance into your compliance efforts. Intel TXT is a 
hardware security solution used to establish a root of trust that helps 
assure system integrity within each system at startup. With Intel TXT, 
you can establish trust at the server level, ensure launch integrity, and 
protect infrastructure from stealthy threats. 

McAfee and Intel, together with partners such as HyTrust and 
Trapezoid, are delivering tools that establish hardware trust as part of 

an organization’s overall security posture. This relationship produces a 
three-way solution stack, connecting the partner tool, Intel TXT (which 
verifies the launch environment against a known good sequence), and 
McAfee* ePolicy Orchestrator*, or McAfee ePro* (which consolidates and 
centralizes security management). Trapezoid, for example, extracts the 
data from Intel TXT on the servers and exposes it within the McAfee 
ePO platform, providing IT managers verification that the hardware 
being used in the cloud is secure.

Intel and McAfee are working with a broad ecosystem of systems and software providers to enable security solutions.

The McAfee* Security Innovation Alliance (SIA) is a technology partnering program created to help accelerate the development 
of interoperable security products and to simplify the integration of these products within complex customer environments. Working 
together, McAfee and its partners deliver solutions more comprehensive than those available from any single vendor.

The Intel® Cloud Builders program is a cross-industry initiative aimed at making it easier to build, enhance, and operate cloud 
infrastructure. Cloud Builders brings together leading systems and solutions providers to provide practical guidance and reference 
architectures on how to deploy and optimize a cloud infrastructure and enhance security. 

For more information on these programs: 

McAfee SIA: mcafee.com/us/partners/security-innovation-alliance/index.aspx 
Intel Cloud Builders: intelcloudbuilders.com

Cross-Industry Alliances Bring Together Partners in Cloud Security

http://www.mcafee.com/us/partners/security-innovation-alliance/index.aspx
http://www.intelcloudbuilders.com
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1 Intel AES-NI requires a computer system with an Intel AES-NI–enabled processor, as well as non-Intel software to execute the instructions in the 

correct sequence. Intel AES-NI is available on select Intel® Core™ processors. For availability, consult your system manufacturer. For more information, 

see intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/advanced-encryption-standard--aes-/data-protection-aes-general-technology.html.

2 Intel Virtualization Technology requires a computer system with an enabled Intel processor and BIOS, and virtual machine monitor (VMM). 

Functionality, performance, or other benefits will vary depending on hardware and software configurations. Software applications may not be 

compatible with all operating systems. Consult your PC manufacturer. For more information, visit intel.com/go/virtualization.

3  No computer system can provide absolute security under all conditions. Intel Trusted Execution Technology (Intel TXT) requires a computer system 

with Intel Virtualization Technology, an Intel TXT–enabled processor and BIOS, a chipset, Authenticated Code Modules, and an Intel TXT–compatible 

measured launched environment (MLE). Intel TXT also requires the system to contain a TPM v1.s. For more information, visit intel.com/go/inteltxt.
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Share with Colleagues

McAfee Cloud Security Solutions

McAfee Cloud Security Platform  
The McAfee Cloud Security Platform is a comprehensive offering 
that helps secure the primary forms of cloud traffic: e-mail, web, 
identity, and data. It provides a modular cloud platform to manage 
all data moving between private and public infrastructure and client 
devices or being stored in the cloud.  

McAfee Global Threat Intelligence  
The McAfee Cloud Security Platform leverages McAfee Global Threat 
Intelligence, providing real-time protection against known and 
emerging threats. This tool provides visibility across all key threat 
vectors—file, web, e-mail, and network. It also correlates real-world 
data collected from millions of sensors across the globe for a view 
into the latest vulnerabilities across the IT industry.

McAfee Data Center Security Suites  
McAfee Data Center Security Suites help secure any workload with 
minimal performance impact and integrated management efficiency. 
Each suite combines whitelisting, blacklisting, and virtualization 
support technologies to provide comprehensive security for physical 
and virtual servers. 

McAfee ePO Platform  
As the foundation of the McAfee Security Management platform,  
McAfee ePO software connects industry-leading security solutions 
to increase visibility, strengthen protection, and centralize security 
management through a single administrative console. 

For more information about McAfee cloud security solutions, visit 
mcafee.com/us/solutions/cloud-security/cloud-security.aspx.
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